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What are the laws surrounding raising money or
donations for a charity or not-for-profit in Australia?
While you'd expect the answer to be simple one, notfor-profit fundraising laws in Australia are incredibly
complex - and almost impossible to navigate.
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Our Andrew Lind has developed a Guide Paper on
the current fundraising regulations by State, the
effect of the Australian Consumer Law on charitable
fundraising and where we may go to next. You can
access this comprehensive Guide here.
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The NDIS is the progressive replacement of the
National Disability Agreement (NDA). The NDA
traditionally 'block funded support and care services
for people with disability. The NDIS is being rolled out
over 3 years across Queensland and aims to achieve a
system where "choice and control" is fundamental and
gives effect to the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disability.
The NDIS encourages people with disability to develop
their own funding plan. These plans are for the
funding of 'reasonable and necessary services and
supports' which are directly related to the persons
individual ongoing disability support needs.
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We are advising on NDIS issues nationally.
Lornagh Howarth (Law Clerk) and Kristel Winkler (Senior Associate) of our
Commercial Team discuss the NDIS and its implications here.
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Do employers owe a duty of care during disciplinary or
investigatory processes?
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The QLD Supreme Court matter of Govier v Uniting
care Community [2017] QCA 12 addresses issues
relating to holding employers responsible for
psychiatric injuries sustained by employees in the
workplace. The Court was to consider whether an
employer has an obligation to supply a safe system
of investigation and decision making relating to
matters that concern the contract of employment.
Our employment team discuss the case and
highlight reasons that assist employer investigation
and disciplinary matters. You can read more here.
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C &L Just R edemptive Outcomes® Award

Griffith Law Student wins JRO® Award

booklet

Congratulations to Oyuna Bordukh, law
student, on winning the Corney & Lind
Lawyers Just Redemptive Outcome® Award.
The Award was developed to encourage and
motivate a student who has overcome
hardships and obstacles to successfully
complete a post-graduate course.
You can read more about Oyuna's incredible
story here.

Eduardo Cruz (Senior
Associate) presenting the
C&L JRO® Award
to Oyuna Bordukh
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